
4000 Essential English Words 1 - Word List
Word Part Translation
blood noun
burn verb
cell noun
contain verb
correct adjective
crop noun
demand verb
equal adjective
feed verb
hole noun
increase verb
lord noun
owe verb
position noun
raise verb
responsible adjective
sight noun
spot noun
structure noun
whole adjective
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Unit 13
Example collocation / sentences
make sb’s blood boil/ blood, sweat, and tear/ loss of blood

burn out/ burn down/minor burns

The room is so small it’s just like a prison cell.

Does this candy bar contain nuts?

I hope I made the correct decision.

We grow various crops in our farm.

consumer demand/ keep up with demand/ in demand
an equal amount/ of equal importance/ equal opportunities

How much does it take to feed a family of four?

Our dog loves to dig holes in the garden.

gradual increase/ dramatic increase/a price increase

He acts like he’s the lord of this town.

owed much to/ I owe you one/owe it so sb to do sth

a comfortable position/change your position/ hold a position

Raise your hand if you have a question.

As an active learner, I am responsible for my own learning.

out of sight/ in sight of something/ a sight to behold

a tight spot/ weak spot/ put sb on the spot

power structure/ economic structure/ corporate structure

I have a stomachache because I ate a whole cake.
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Syllable Pattern Word Family
O bleed (v), bloody (adj)
O burn (n), burnt (adj)
O cellular (adj)
oO container (n)
oO correction (n), correct (v), correctly (adv)
O
oO demand (v), demanding (adj)
Oo equality (n), equalize (v), equally (adv)
O food/feed (n) 
O hole (v)
oO increase (n), increasing (adj), increasingly (adv)
O
O
oOo position (v)
O raise (n), raised (adj)
oOoo responsibility (n), responsibly (adv)
O sight (v), sightless (adj)
O spot (v), spotted (adj)
Oo structure (v), structural (adj)
O whole (adj), wholly (adv)
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